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t h e i n k w e l l o n l i n e . c o m  W e e k  o f  F e b r u a r y  2 5 ,  2 0 1 0  
Board of Regents grants universities more say in fees 
V o l u m e  7 9 ,  I s s u e  7  
By Reese F.' Shellman III 
Staff Reporter 
Last January, the Uni­
versity System of Georgia's 
Board of Regents (BoR) al­
tered its policy on manda­
tory student fees. In a press 
release on Jan. 12, the BoR 
established changes to the 
process by which institu­
tional fees are created. 
They also placed a mora­
torium on the creation of 
further system-wide fees. 
This measure additionally 
limits the programs funded 
by the s'tudent fees to aux­
iliary projects. Any change 
in existing fees will require 
the approval of the Board of 
Regents. Additional fees for 
specific courses will like­
wise require approval. 
The BoR clarified the 
Crime Blotter 
By Stuart Grosse 
Staff Reporter 
A student came to the 
University Police Depart­
ment (UPD) headquarters 
on Feb. 11 to report that her 
Verizon rebate check card 
was stolen and used. 
The student, who lives in 
Compass Point, said that 
she received a rebate from 
Verizon and was sent a no­
tification that said if she 
had not received her rebate 
card within 30 days to call. 
When she called after 60 
days, she was informed that 
the card had been received, 
and all but $ 1.52 of the $ 100 
gift card had been spent. 
The student told officers 
' that' her roommates also 
have access to her mailbox. 
Police are investigating. 
A student reported to 
UPD Officer Santonio John­
son on Feb. 15 that heriPod 
was stolen from her room in 
Compass Point. 
The victim last saw her 
16GB iPod Touch on the 
night of Feb. 13. When she 
returned home from work 
the next day, she noticed 
that it was missing from 
where she'd left it. Police 
are investigating. 
At approximately 11 
p.m. on Feb. 17, a stu­
dent approached Officer 
Gary Rushworth Jr. of the 
UPD and stated that his 
wallet was missing. 
The student had it in his 
back pocket while he was 
at the Student Recreation 
Center watching a dodge-
ball game, but when he left 
the game, he noticed his 
wallet was gone. 
The student and other at­
tendees searched the gym 
he was in but were unable 
to locate the wallet, and no 
one had turned it in to the 
front desk. 
A mass text to his frater­
nity brothers yielded no re­
sults. The wallet contained 
his driver's license, mili­
tary ID, AASU s tudent ID, 
SunTrust Visa card, Bank 
of America card, Savannah 
Bank card and vehicle reg­
istration. 
There was no cash in the 
wallet. The wallet is a Mossy 
Oak camouflage check-wal­
let with a metal University 
of Georgia "G" on it. Any­
one who finds the wallet is 
asked to turn it in to UPD. 
definition of the manda­
tory fees by explaining that 
fees that deal with athletics, 
technology, the creation of 
facilities, parking and stu­
dent activities all fall within 
this category. 
According to the press re­
lease, "Student fee revenues 
are to be used exclusively 
to support the institution's 
mission to enrich the edu­
cational, institutional and 
cultural experience of stu­
dents." 
Previously, the commit­
tees to pass the mandatory 
institutional fees consisted 
of 50 percent students. 
However, some of these 
committees were small 
enough that necessary in­
put could not be deter­
mined from that amount of 
students. The new plan al­
ters the pre-existing bodies 
for the approval of student 
fees. 
The new plan requires at 
least four students to rep­
resent their peers on the 
institutional student fee 
committees. These commit­
tees approve the measures 
which the president of a 
university desires to put 
into place. The committees 
eventually send the mea­
sures that pass on to the 
BoR for final approval. 
"The regents are very con­
cerned that fee proposals 
have strong support across 
the board," spokesperson 
for the Board of Regents 
John Millsaps said. 
The board took student 
and employee complaints 
into consideration when 
revising the system for fee 
approval. 
The funding provided 
by the fees is necessary to 
maintain the services pro­
vided to students by their 
universities. Millsaps stat­
ed that Georgia's revenue 
has "crashed through the 
floor" in the past 13 months 
qnd funding for the univer­
sity system is in short sup­
ply. The fees result from the 
"need to make cuts without 
sacrificing quality." 
Millsaps stressed that 
these fees are a last resort 
and many cuts are already 
in place. About two-thirds 
of the cuts that have been 
made affect the institu­
tions and their employees 
rather than the students. 
AASU celebrates 2010 Homecoming in arena 
Photos by Hank Sharpe 
AASU cheerleaders perform and boost school spirits at the AASU Alumni Arena during the Homecoming kick-
off night on Feb. 22. 
There was plenty of free pizza 
and soda for everyone at the 
Homecoming kick-off. 
Full Coverage of AASU 2010 Homecoming can be found on page 2 
Students and athletes who were chosen by the crowd get up to the 
center and perform sexy dance moves to amuse the crowd during the 
Homecoming kick-off night. 
AASU students and athletes participate to show their school spirit 
and wait for the event to start on Homecoming kick-off night 
House reviews bill to allow guns on campus 
By Amanda Dickey 
Staff Reporter 
House Bill 615 is current­
ly on the table for review in 
the Georgia court system. 
This proposed legisla­
tion would allow firearms 
on campuses - classrooms, 
residence halls, fraternity 
houses, student centers, 
and in parking lots - and 
at athletic and other pub­
lic events. This law would 
allow guns to be permitted 
and carried everywhere ex­
cept for jails, prisons and 
courts. 
Opposers of the proposed 
legislation include Board of 
Regents (BoR) Chairman 
Robert Hatcher. In a state­
ment made by Hatcher, the 
Chancellor and the Insti­
tutional Leadership of the 
University System of Geor­
gia on Jan. 6, he and 37 oth­
er university presidents and 
directors - including AA-
SU's President Linda Ble-
icken and Savannah State 
University's President Earl 
G. Yarborough-believe that 
the House and another one 
in the Senate. We are, how­
ever, opposed to any legis­
lation that allows guns on 
school campuses. Thirty-
prior legislation has proven 
itself to be a more suitable 
and better option. 
Hatcher, and the many 
others who support him, 
believe that 
by enact- Statistics show that the 
ing the new 
legislation, majority of criminals com-
would be mit crimes using weapons 
putting its 
students ,  obta ined i l legal ly ."  
faculty and 
staff in great danger and 
creating an adverse effect 
on the learning environ­
ment for all those involved. 
Hatcher and others pro­
pose that the old legisla­
tion be upheld to preserve 
a suitable and safe envi-' 
ronment that will promote 
learning. Their stance is 
one of retaining the old leg­
islation and that if t he new 
legislation is adopted, to be 
exempted from the new leg­
islation as a University Sys­
tem institution. 
"There are two differ­
ent pieces to this law. One 
piece is being proposed in 
five uni-
v e r s i t y  
presidents 
h a v e  
s i g n e d  
a peti­
tion to 
o p p o s e  
this new 
legislation. We want to have 
the old law upheld for the 
safety of everyone on our 
campuses," Hatcher said. 
The other proposed sen­
ate bill Hatcher spoke of 
is SB 291. This bill would 
make it legal for a person 
with a Georgia firearms li­
cense to carry other con­
cealed weapons, including 
knives or expandable ba­
tons. This bill would also 
repeal Georgia's law requir­
ing a firearms license to 
openly carry a handgun. 
"Don't they remember 
Columbine?" said Paul 
Hunter, a Savannah Tech 
student, when asked about 
the proposed law. "This new 
law is just going to make 
it easier for more school 
shootings and senseless 
killing to happen." 
Freshman David Tshi-
manga agreed with Hunter. 
"I don't agree with that 
bill at all, because for one, 
I live too far from here, and 
if my roommate had a gun 
or anyone else I can't trust 
them. Because even the 
psychiatrist went crazy and 
shot up Fort Hood, and I 
can't imagine what people 
down here would do, that's 
more to worry about," Tshi-
manga said. 
Freshman Sarah Sexton 
disagreed. 
"I think that it would be a 
good thing but only if they 
were licensed to carry the 
weapon," Sexton said.v 
Sen. Ty Slater said he 
supports the rights to bear 
arms but he is not in favor 
of anything that would put 
students in danger. 
GUNS I P AGE 2 
Check Inside 
These mostly take the form 
of furlough days and drops 
in health care coverage for 
employees. 
Millsaps also said that 
even though these commit­
tees will be meeting to dis­
cuss the fees, there will be 
not an increase in the size 
of the fees within the next 
fiscal year. 
The necessity of these 
fees is a product of the sys­
tem's unwillingness to raise 
tuition costs. Since some 
students are guaranteed 
tuition, this would shift the 
burden on a smaller, more 
concentrated population. 
By using institutional fees, 
all students still have to 
pay, reducing the portion 
charged to each individual. 
FEES! P AGE 2 
Pirate game coverage 
PAGE 4 
Halo Legends Review 
PAGE 7 
Corrections: 
The Feb. 18 article, "Concert 
benefit gets the party started," was 
written by Travis Morningstar. It 
was incorrectly attributed. 
The photo of Jordan Rodriguez 
in the Feb. 11 article "Student 
filmakers take spotlight at 
animation festival,"was taken by 




February is Financial Aid 
Awareness month and the Office 
of Financial Aid would like to 
remind students that it is tax 
and FASFA time. 
In order to complete FASFA for 
the upcoming 2010-11 academic 
year, taxes must be done. 
The AASU Priority Deadline 
is March J5 for filling out the 
2010-11 FASFA form. 
If students need help, College 
Goal Sunday on Feb. 28 is 
offering free professional 
assistance with filling out FASFA. 
The event is the Science Center 
Room 1407 from 2 p.m.-4 p.m. 
If students are planning on 
attending summer term, the 




If students have questions 
regarding financial aid, call the 
Office of Financial Aid at 344-
3266 or visit, www.fafsa.ed.gov. 
Courses offered at 
Armstrong Center 
The Armstrong Center for 
Professional and Continuing 
Education will offer a number 
of courses from March 1-13. 
Course descriptions, fees, 
deadlines are listed at www. 
ce.armstrong.edu. For more 
information call 344-2555. 
Physical Therapy study 
Students of the Department 
of Physical Therapy are 
conducting a study on the Wii 
Fit. They are working to find 
normative balance data used 
in clinical as a testing tool. 
The Wii is used in clinics 
as a treatment for method 
for patients with decreased 
balance. 
There is no recent research 
as to show what patients in 
different age groups shoufdbe 
scoring. 
The students are looking for 
participants 30 years of age 
and older. The study takes 20-
30 minutes to complete and 
only one visit is required. 
If interested e-mail 
Wiibalancestudy@gmail.com 
to set up an appointment time 
to come and complete the 
study. 
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NEWS 
Feb. 26: Abolitionism in Literature and History in University Hall 108 from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Feb. 27: Georgia Science Bowl in Science Center 2505 from 8 a.m.-3 p.m. 
March 1: Student Government Association (SGA) in Solms Hall 110 from noon-i p.m. 
Senate Steering Committee in Solms Hall 209 from 3 p.m.-5 p.m. 
Relay for Life Meeting in Science Center 1402 from 5:30 p.m.- 7:30 p.m. 
March 3: Collegiate 100 Economic Development Seminar in University Hall 158 from 7 p.m.-11 p.m. 
AASU kicks off homecoming with announcement 
of Homecoming King, Queen candidates 
By Kylie Horn 
Staff Reporter 
For the first time since 
2006 AASU is bringing back 
the homecoming Queen and 
King tradition. 
Seven females and three 
males have committed 
themselves to go through 
the process to earn their 
crown, as well as a chance 
to be on AASU's St. Patrick's 
day float on March 17. 
"I just feel it would be an 
honor to represent AASU as 
the [Homecoming] king," 
said junior candidate Mi­
chael Evans. 
After the students submit 
their application, they un­
dergo an interview process, 
which is judged by select­
ed students and staff. The 
judges have the choice of 
who will be able to officially 
run, as their votes count for 
40 percent of the final deci­
sion. The other 60 percent 
is chosen by the student's 
popular vote. 
"I fell in love with AASU 
and would like to be as in­
volved as possible," said 
senior candidate Carly Win­
ters. 
To be eli­
gible to run, 
the student 
must have 










petition, all This Homecoming 
competitors 
e x p r e s s e d  
their best intentions for 
both themselves and their 
running mates. 
"All the girls here that are 
competing are great," said 
junior candidate Jessie Gar­
ten. 
In hopes of gathering 
votes, the students have 
been working to get their 
names out. 
"[I] chalked up the streets, 
[made] flyers, posted bulle­
tins and poster boards," said 
junior Lamar Hill. 
Hill, along with several 
other students running, 
found motivation through 
encouragement from their 
Mike Partridge/Express Syndication/KRT 
marks the first time since 2006 a king and queen will be crowned. 
friends. 
"First of all, I ran to repre­
sent my sorority. And I want 
to get my name out there," 
said junior candidate Sarah 
Caudle. 
This Homecoming is 
the first since 2006 where 
both a king and queen will 
be crowned; in the previ­
ous years there was only a 
queen. 
"I think it is good to pro­
vide them both, juniors and 
seniors," said Erik Reid, 
graduate assistant of stu­
dent activities. 
"It is a position of honor 
and respect and hopefully 
one day prestige," Winters 
HOLA guest speaker reaches out at 'Lunch & Learn' 
By Aaron Feizet 
Staff Reporter 
HOLA (Hispanic Out­
reach and Leadership at 
Armstrong) hosted its 
monthly "Lunch & Learn" 
on Feb. 17. Students learned 
about the coperate world 
while grabbing a bite to 
eat. 
This month's event fea­
tured guest speaker Gary 
Sanchez, an executive from 
Atlanta Gas Light. 
The focus of the talk 
ranged from the great po­
tential of Hispanic students 
.to d o well in the corporate 
world to his personal back­
ground as the first, member 
of his family to attend col­
lege. 
"Colorado, where I come 
from, is a lot like Georgia; 
there was a great Hispanic 
influence, but a lot of the 
time people were ashamed 
of even being able speak 
Spanish," Sanchez said. 
"Being bilingual is some­
thing that will help you in 
the work place, and our 
outgoing culture can help 
you communicate with your 
co-workers." 
Sanchez talked about the 
way in which his career had 
progressed through 
a number of wildly 
different positions, 
from accounting 
to marketing to 
management, and 
said that his audi­
ence "shouldn't box 
[themselves] into 
one specific career 
track." Rather, he 
said they should 
"play to [their] 
strengths, and don't 
be afraid to make 
decisions." 
Sanchez has taken 
a personal interest 
in AASU's Latino 
population. 
"When I was in ... .... , c. 
t Photo by Hank Sharpe 
college, I didn t Region manager of Southeast Georgia, Gary Sanchez, from Atlanta Gas Light speaks to 
have access to one Latino students about being able to speak bilingual can be very beneficial in the society at 
of these groups, the HOLA Lunch and Learn: Life Lessons from an English-speaking Latino Executive." 
and I think having 
a base of support can be a 
really important thing. We 
can't do enough to help the 
education system, since it's 
helping the future," San­
chez said. 
He went on to say that 
this is also a part of Atlanta 
Gas Light's involvement in 
the community. 
"Students decide to pur­
sue careers in corporate 
America, but only look into 
the giants with people like 
Donald Trump in them, and 
often don't think of coming 
to work for a company like 
Atlanta Gas Light," Sanchez 
said. 
HOLA President Marco 
Tapia encouraged students 
to get involved, in " Lunch 
and Learn" 
"Students should come; 
we have guest speakers 
from all over Savannah 
and Outside the city also. 
There's free food, and it's 
a fun place to hang out," 
Tapia said. 
The next HOLA Lunch & 
Learn is March 10 in Solms 
Hall 108 from noon-i p.m. 
AASU calls for alumni memories 
Courtesy of Marketing and Communications 
»  •.  
This year marks the 75th anniversary of AASU's founding in 
1935. 
The AASU Alumni Association is seeking submissions from 
alumni for the University's 75th anniversary web page. 
Alumni are asked to submit their memories from their 
time at AASU. The enteries can be submitted by visiting 
75.armstrong.edu. 
For further information, contact Beth Crovatf, 
AASU coordinator of alumni relations, at 344-2586 or 
beth.crovatt@armstrong.edu. 
For more information, visit www.armstrong.edu. 
FEES | FROM PAGE 1 
BoR also chose the fees 
out of an unwillingness to 
build an increase into the 
base tuition charged each 
student. These would ar­
guably, last longer than the 
financial crisis and burden 
the students. 
Millsaps said that these 
fees are not permanent 
measures. The board has 
placed a "sunset provision" 
on them that will terminate 
any raise in costs in July of 
2012. 
Millsaps said that, overall, 
Georgia's universities have 
fared well financially. Of 
the 16 university systems in 
the South, Georgia's colleg­
es as a whole have the 14th 
least expensive tuition. 
BoR designed the mea­
sures to keep costs as mini­
mal as possible. Millsaps 
warned that the alterna­
tive measures would reduce 
the quality of the educa­
tion. The re-occurrence of 
classes from one semester 
to another would drop, 
and class sizes would have 
to increase. The BoR is at­
tempting to strike a happy 
medium between cost and 
quality of services. 
Even after the fiscal issues 
are resolved, the committee 
structures alteration will be 
kept. The increase in effi­
ciency and communication 
is seen as an improvement 
over older means of dealing 
with fiscal issues. 
All in all, students are 
•likely to see some ben­
efit from this. Junior Ben 
Messick said that the fees 
themselves were nothing' 
unexpected but welcomed 
the news. 
"With the way society is, 
it's just another fee, but it's 
nice to know students have 
more of a say now," Mes­
sick said. 
Campus Where we ask I you w hat you think. Reported by Joshua Guallett 
Staff Reporter 
Voices ion Campus 
"Should students be allowed to carry fire arms on campus? 
"No, I don't think so because you never "I'm not for it; I'm all for guns, but not on 
know the mental stability of some students campus. Only officers that are certified by 
and a small thing might set a student off" the state should be able to carry guns on 
Falon Collins, speech pathology, campus. 
freshman David Dauphinee, criminal justice, 
sophomore 
said. 
Students may cast their 
vote on their Cove account 
under the "Links and Utili­
ties" page. The winners will 
be announced at halftime on 
the men's basketball game 
versus Francis-Marion Uni­
versity on Feb. 27. Dr. Linda 
Bleicken will crown the 2010 
Queen and King. 
"I am just thankful for the 
experience and will be as 
supportive as I can for who­
ever might beat me out," Ev­
ans said. 
"No, just because you don't really know if a "I don't think they should, you don't know 
student will be responsible with it." what people could do, what their 
Megan Land, early childhood intentions are." 
development, junior Warren Chamberlain, economics 
junior 
Get more opinions at www.theinkwellonline.com 
Six by Six students answer in six words. 
How do you keep yourself safe?" 
"I don't ever drink and drive." 
Ryan Miller, 
history junior 
"I instinctively always lock my doors." 
Saldeana Marin, 
undecided, sophomore 
"I am always with frat brothers." 
LakirPatel, 
pre-pharmacy, sophomore 
"Have your own back, trust none." 
AlainaStern, 
undecided, freshman 
"I always stay with the group." 
India Walker, 
nursing, freshman 
"I [ust keep out of trouble." 
Kaushal Patel, 
pre-pharmacy, sophomore 
Do you agree? Or are they way off? Visit www.theinkwellonline and click the 
Campus Life tab, then weigh in with your opinion on this week's topics. 
SGA announces CUB wins 
best programming board of the year 
By Joseph Prouse 
Staff Reporter 
At the Student Govern­
ment Association Govern­
ment (SGA) meeting on 
Monday, Feb. 22, President 
Tamer Amer opened with 
the announcement that AA­
SU's Campus Union Board 
(CUB) won best program­
ming bqard of the year for 
2009 at the Association for 
the Promotion of Campus 
Activities 2010 conference. 
In other news, Sen. Ty 
Slater discussed a new 
policy to be brought before 
AASU's President Linda 
GUNS | FROM PAGE 1 
"One thing important to 
note about House Bill 615 is 
how one can obtain a gun. 
With this law, I'm fairly 
certain, you still have to 
get a gun license, and you 
still have to be certified to 
use that weapon. Statistics 
show that the majority of 
criminals commit crimes 
using weapons obtained il­
legally," Slater said. 
"Other people, who 
aren't criminals, however, 
purchase them rightfully. 
Those legal gun purchasers 
will also be monitored, and 
those who purchase guns 
legally are not the ones we 
need to be worried about. 
Bleicken, 
The policy calls for a de­
crease in the population of 
feral cats on campus. 
Slater said there were 
problems with the cats be­
ing on the tops of cars and 
given shelter, which is 
prohibited in the campus 
apartments. 
"At our SGA 'CUB retreat 
09' it was brought to the 
table as a concern that the 
cats weren't very contained 
nor controlled," Slater said 
via e-mail. 
The next SGA meeting 
is in Solms Hall Room no 
from noon-i p.m. 
Legal gun purchasers usi 
guns for hunting or recre 
ation, not for dangerous o 
illegal activities. I do no 
feel that enacting this bil 
will put students in imme 
diate danger," Slater said. 
While there are mam 
differing views on the pro 
posed House Bill 615 om 
thing can be certain, every 
one is concerned with thi 
safety and well being of thi 
students, faculty and staf 
that make up Georgia's uni 
versifies. 
Do you take awesome photos? 
Wanna get paid for'em? 
THE INKWELL 
Whether it's crazy action shots at a Lady Pirates' baskTbaH 
game or coverage of t he latest AASU construction project L 
need excited, personable staff photographers." 
photo.inkwell@qmail mm E-mail 
*Tc gel paid for photos by The Inkwell, you rnu 
Sl,iamis«tons as<a accepted but ur,paid. 
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EDITORIALS 
& OPINIONS 
The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words, and they must be 
signed. E-mail your submission to inkwell@armstrong.edu. 
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper. 
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling. 
The life you save may be your own 
Keep guns off college campuses 
The Inkwell Editorial Board 
A bill permitting students 
to carry firearms on cam­
pus puts the lives of stu­
dents, faculty and staff in 
jeopardy. 
The state legislature is 
reviewing a bill that would 
allow for the possession of 
firearms on college cam­
puses. 
This will do more harm 
than good. 
House Bill 615 states a 
person shall be permitted 
to carry a firearm in every 
location except jails, pris­
ons or courts. 
Under current law, it is 
unlawful to carry firearms 
on or within 1,000 feet of 
the campus of any private, 
technical school, vocational 
school, college, university, 
or institution of post-sec­
ondary education. 
However, according to 
the Georgia General Assem­
bly web site, the House read 
the bill twice in March of 
2009. This bill could soon 
become a reality for college 
campuses. 
Student Government As­
sociation (SGA) President 
Tamer Amer said the Uni­
versity System of Georgia 
(USG) is worried about al­
lowing guns on campuses 
because it compromises 
students' safety. 
The Student Advisory 
Council — all SGA presi­
dents from public colleges 
and universities within USG 
— wrote a letter on Jan. 26 
to the state legislature ex­
pressing concern about the 
proposed legislation. 
In the letter, the presi­
dents ask if the new legisla­
tion is adopted that colleg­
es and universities remain 
gun-free. 
In an ABC News article, 
"Carrying a gun wouldn't 
necessarily get you out of 
a shooting," experts argue 
that using a weapon for self-
defense in a true emergency 
is not like target practice. 
Chris Benton, a police in­
vestigator with the Bethle­
hem, Pa., police department 
said in the article that peo­
ple get a warped sense that 
what they can do in video 
games is what can be done 
in real life and that most 
people are ill-prepared to 
handle a gun. 
Benton also said not only 
do people have outside en­
vironments to deal with, 
people are running and 
screaming while rounds 
are being fired back. He 
said this is too much for a 
civilian who's never been 
trained to deal with these 
factors. 
According to the San 
Francisco Community 
Against Violence, only six 
states require any kind of 
training before issuing a 
routine permit to own a 
gun. 
The article also reported 
that of the 48 states that 
allow concealed-carry per­
mits, less than half require 
people to demonstrate 
knowledge of firearms use 
and/or safety, and 
even fewer require 
an actual training 
course. 
This lack of train­
ing should send red 
flags to everyone. 









York City police 
officer and safety 
expert, said in the 
article there are 
better ways to sur­
vive or help those 
around you with­
out using a gun. 
Stanton said hostages 
should be thinking about 
alternative exits and hold­
ing places. He said to know 
your strengths and vulner­
abilities and to get away 
from the violence. 
Stanton also said the per­
son who is most likely to 
survive a shooting is the one 
who immediately springs 
into some kind of action. He 
said a person's cell phone 
may be the best weapon for 
survival. Stanton says to 
get on the cell phone, tell 
people, barricade the doors 
and wait it out. 
Stanton said there are 
three immediate steps to 
take if you are suddenly 
in the middle of a deadly 
Lexington Herald-Leader 2008 
shooting: Identify what's 
going on, recognize the 
situation and have an exit 
strategy. 
As of now, Utah is the 
only state that allows guns 
on college campuses. 
According to the MSNBC 
article, "Utah only state to 
allow guns at college," Utah 
legislators and law enforce­
ment said they know of no 
modern-day shootings at 
the university. 
However, one lawmaker 
cited an example of how 
allowing others to carry 
firearms on campus will 
improve safety. In a 1997 
shooting in Mississippi, a 
teenager shot two . students 
to death. After the shoot­
ing, the assistant principle 
chased down the gunman 
and held him at bay with a 
.45-caliber pistol he kept in 
his car. 
While the assistant prin­
ciple was the hero in this 
scenario, his concealed 
weapon did nothing to 
save the students from be­
ing murdered. The weapon 
only came into play after 
the immediate danger had 
passed. How many inno­
cent students would the as­
sistant principal have shot 
if he had tried to pull the 






results found that 
people who carry fire­
arms are 4.5 times as likely 
to be shot and 4.2 as likely 
to get killed compared with 
unarmed citizens. 
College campuses are one 
of the only places left that 
students feel safe. Students 
have the right not to sit in 
enclosed rooms with people 
packing heat. Keep guns 
off. 
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Why it matters 
Legislating your vulnerability 
By Luke Farmer 
Web Editor 
At the state capitol there 
are House and Senate bills on 
the floor that will allow Geor­
gia residents with the proper 
conceal-and-carry permits to 
take their weapons to virtu­
ally any public place in the 
state, including onto univer­
sity campuses. 
At first blush this can seem 
like a terrible, horrifying over­
reach from a few way-out-
there gun nuts, but the more 
you consider the option, the 
more it makes sense. 
Opponents of House Bill 
615 include state reps, and 
senators; 37 USG university 
presidents and directors and 
the Board of Regents; and 
probably a not insubstan­
tial number of Georgia vot­
ers. Their argument against 
the bills almost always boils 
down to essentially this: "Let­
ting guns on campus legally 
will turn schools into the Wild 
West and many more school 
shootings will occur." 
The logic behind this is 
laughable. First and foremost, 
murder is probably the most 
serious crime anyone can 
commit (a strong argument 
can be made for high treason, 
too), and anyone willing to 
plan it and carry it out is al­
ready well beyond the line of 
reasoned thought. It'd be like 
passing a law to prevent car 
jackers from changing the ra­
dio presets. 
There's an old quote that no 
Luke Farmer's views are his own and do not necessarily 
represent those of The Inkwell Editorial Board. 
one can find the true source 
of, it always comes up in these 
discussions: "If you outlaw 
guns, only the outlaws will 
have guns." It was true too 
years ago, it is still true today. 
Law-abiding gun owners and 
permit carriers respect the 
state laws and don't bring 
their guns to places where 
they are legally forbidden to 
do so. 
Criminals and people in­
tending to kill their fellow 
students and faculty don't 
really care about the conse­
quences of breaking such a 
law. By their very definition, 
criminals don't obey laws. 
This leaves those law abiding 
citizens vulnerable to crime. 
It strips law abiding citizens 
of their right to protect them­
selves against aggression. 
On Feb. 13 of this year there 
was a shooting at the Univer­
sity of Alabama-Huntsville, 
three people were killed; 
three others were severely 
wounded. The mass shooting 
was allegedly carried out by 
Amy Bishop, a biology pro­
fessor who had recently been 
denied tenure. It is illegal to 
carry guns on university cam­
puses in Alabama. The same 
goes for college campuses in 
Virginia. And Texas. 
When deranged people fi­
nally leap over that last, ap­
palling hurdle, they just don't 
care about 
the law., 
Joseph Stack picked fly­
ing a small plane into an IRS 
building to make his point. 
The twisted minds of wo uld-
be mass murderers search out 
the best way to air their griev­
ances and make others suffer 
for the wrongs they perceive 
against them, and they almost 
always seem perfectly normal 
in the days leading up to the 
murders. 
In a free society, people 
have freedom of movement 
and association, they also 
have the ability to become 
pathological or go insane; it's 
(a price we pay for not having 
Thought Police. 
I don't want to have to rely 
on responding police, who 
often have to wait outside of 
a shooter's location because 
they lack authorization to in­
tervene or don't have enough 
tactical information. People 
die waiting for those issues to 
be resolved. 
I, for one, want the right to 
protect myself. And I want 
you to be able to protect 
yourself if you wish as well. 
Criminally insane people will 
find a way to hurt others with­
out any regard for the law; if 
there is even a small chance 
that someone can stop them 
in their tracks and save more 
lives, shouldn't we take it? 
theinkwellonline.com 
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SPORTS 
Feb. 27: Softball vs. East Stroudsburg at 2010 Catawaba Invitational 
N.C. 10 a.m. 
Softball at Catawaba at 2010 Catawaba Invitational N.C. 2 p.m. 
Men's and Women's Tennis at Columbus State 2 p.m. 
Women's Basketball vs. Francis Marion 5:30 p.m. 
Men's Basketball vs. Francis Marion 7:30 p.m. 
Feb. 28: Baseball vs. University of Missouri- St. Louis at 2010 Savan­
nah Invitational 11 a.m. 
Softball vs. TBA at 2010 Catawaba Invitational N.C. TBA 
Pirates sweep Rams in three games 
AASU baseball on four-game winning streak 
By Luke Armstrong 
Staff Reporter 
The Feb. 19-21 weekend 
baseball series between the 
AASU Pirates and the Rams of 
Shepherd University went the 
way of the Pirates. 
In the first game the Pirates 
got out to an early 3-0 lead in 
the bottom of the second. With 
runners on second and third, 
Justin Harris hit a stand-up 
double to score the first two 
runs for AASU. 
Harris was advanced to 
third on a sacrifice bunt; a sac 
fly brought him home without 
a throw to .the plate. But th e 
Rams had a big inning in the 
top of the third. AASU starter 
Thomas Gray was responsible 
for giving u p seven runs and 
was out of the game after only 
two and a third innings worth 
of pitching. 
In the home half of the 
eighth, AASU scored two runs 
to take back the lead. With the 
bases loaded, an infield single 
by John Roberts brought in 
one run. Drew Walker hit a 
sacrifice fly to cen ter to bring 
in another run. 
Chris Base then pitched a 
three-up, three-down ninth for 
AASU as p art of his three in­
nings of no-hit baseball to pick 
up his first career win and give 
the Pirates a 9-7 victory. 
The two teams looked as 
even as possible in the second 
game. Every inning that Shep­
herd scored in, the Pirates re­
sponded immediately. 
Bryan Roby got the start 
for the Pirates. Having only 
pitched in relief before, he gave 
the Pirates a solid five and two 
third innings and allowed only 
two runs. 
* * 
Neither team was able to 
gain a significant advantage 
throughout the game; AASU 
went into the ninth inning 
down 5-4 to Shepherd. 
With Michael Price on sec­
ond, Alex Wyche picked up a 
single to tie the score at five. 
Then after Wyche stole sec­
ond, Chris Zittrouer delivered 
the game-winning hit with a 
walk-off single t o give the Pi­
rates a narrow 6-5 win. 
Zittrouer, a red-shirt 
freshman, • was certainly 
happy his only hit of the 
game was enough to give his 
team the win. 
"I feel great. You don't get 
the chance to do that often, 
but its great when you do," 
he said. "I was just thinking 
- try to get a hit to drive Alex 
over, and let the guy behind 
me take care of the rest." 
The final game of ftie series 
didn't have to come down to 
the final two innings of play 
for the Pirates to complete 
the sweep. 
Four pitchers put to-
March 1: Baseball vs. Queens N.Y. at 2010 Savannah Invitational 2 
p.m. 
March 2: Softball vs. Findlay 1 p.m. 
Softball vs. Findlay 3 p.m. 
Baseball vs. Queens N.Y. at Grayson Stadium at 2010 Savannah 
Invitational 6 p.m. 
March 3: Baseball vs. St. Andrews at 2010 Savannah Invitational 2 
p.m. 
Pirates spoil USC 
Aiken homecoming 
Photo by Luke Armstrong 
gether a one-run pitching Bryan Roby<in his first start for AASU, 
effort for AASU in 6-1 vie- went 5 2/3 innings'giving up !ust tw0 
toiy. Chris Rabe, who came runus fthe Pirates went on t0 win 6"5 on 
• r .1 • r v r Feb. 20 against the Rams, in tor three innings of relief, 
picked up the win for the Pi­
rates. 
Roberts and Walker scored 
four of the six runs that AASU 
posted against Shepherd. 
Roberts, who helps his pitch­
ers on both sides of the plate, is 
currently hitting .444 and is a 
great signal caller according to 
members of t he AASU pitch­
ing staff. 
But he is not one to boast 
and realizes his role on the 
team. "My job is to make them 
[the pitchers] look good too," 
Roberts said. 
The AASU sweep improves 
their record to 7-2 after the 
first three weeks of action. 
Game I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Runs Hits Errors 
Shepherd 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 9 3 
AASU 0 3 0 2 2 0 0 2 X 9 12 0 
Game 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Runs Hits Errors 
Shepherd 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 5 10 2 
AASU 0 0 7 0 1 0 0 1 2 6 11 3 
Game 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Runs Hits Errors 
Shepherd 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 
AASU ' 7 : 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 X 6 10 0 
Courtesy of Sports 
Communications 
AIKEN, S.C. - Senior Gabri­
el Robinson's basket with six 
seconds remaining helped the 
AASU men's basketball squad 
spoil homecoming for USC 
Aiken, notching a 77-76 Peach 
Belt Conference (PBC) victory 
over the Pacers on Feb. 20 in 
Aiken, S.C. 
The win was the first for the 
Pirates (10-15, 5-u PBC) over 
USC Aiken (15-9,10-7 PBC) in 
the Convocation Center and 
gave AASU its fifth win out of 
its last seven contests. 
The Pacers held a 40-34 lead 
at halftime and extended that 
lead out to 11 points early in 
the second half, but the Pirates 
battled back, c utting the lead 
to one on a Patrick Shokpeka 
layup that made the score 70-
69 with 3:20 left. 
USC Aiken would extend 
that lead out to five, 76-71, on 
a Seth Leonard layup with 1:10 
left, but that would be the last 
time the Pacers would score. 
A Marquise Duvall free throw 
with 57 seconds left cut thelead 
to four, then Keron McKenzie 
buried a 3-pointer with 43 sec­
onds left that trimmed the lead 
back down to one, 76-75. 
A time out by the Pirates was 
followed by a Pacers' turnover 
with 33 seconds left, giving 
AASU th e ball with the shot 
clock off. Shokpeka's game-
winning shot attempt missed 
the mark with eight seconds 
left, but Robinson was there Gabriel Robinson tips home the 
for the offensive rebound and game-winning shot in the upset vic-
the putback, giving the Pirates torV over USC Aiken on Feb. 20. 
the one-point lead. Sterling 
Council's last-gasp three as 
time expired missed for the 
Pacers, giving AASU th e vic­
tory. 
The Pirates shot an out­
standing i3-of-23 from the 
floor in the second half (56.5 
percent), including hitting 
5-of-7 3-pointers. Shokpeka 
led a quartet of Pirates in 
double figures, hitting 9-of-i9 
shots from the floor en route 
to 22 points, while McKen­
zie came off th e bench to hit 
all four of his 3-point shots in 
his 16 points. Robinson fin­
ished the night with 14 points 
and nine assists, while Chris 
Vanlandingham chipped in 13 
points. 
USC Aiken was led by Leon­
ard^ double-double of 22 
i 
Photo courtesy of 
Sports Communications 
Pirate tennis stays perfect, 
chases three-peat championships 
Courtesy of Sports 
Communications 
SAVANNAH, Ga. -
The top-ranked and 
two-time defending 
NCAA Divison II 
national champion 
AASU men's tennis 
team notched a few 
convincing victories 
over visiting Augusta 
State University 
(ASU), USC Aiken and 
Anderson (SC) over the 
late February weekend 
at Bacon Park in the 
Pirates' 2010 home 
opener. 
The Pirates (4-0, 2-0 
PBC) did not drop a set 
22-ranked ASU (2-1, 0-1 
PBC) suffered its first 
loss of the 2010 season. 
AASU dropped just two 
games in sweeping all 
three doubles matches 
to begin the afternoon. 
The Lady Pirates won 
all six singles matches 
in straight sets. Fifth-
ranked Muller-Wehlau 
defeated Ferreria, 6-2, 
6-2, at No. 1 singles. 
I5th-ranked Kovacs shut 
out Lindqvist, 6-0, 6-0, 
at No. 2 singles, while 
38th-ranked Ronel 
defeated Machado, 6-3, 
Pirates notch road win against Cougars 
• i • - Photo by Luke Armstrong > 
in picking up the victory, The Lady pirates have yet t0 drop a point so far 6-2, at No. 3 singles, 
w lie handing the No. this season as they p icked up three more 9-0 Meanwhile, AASU 
26-ranked Jaguars (3-7, wins on Feb. 20-21. 
0-1 PBC) t heir first loss 
of the 2010 season. , 
AASU be gan by sweeping 
all three doubles matches 
as the fourth-ranked duo of 
Rafael Array and Mikk Irdoj a 
defeated the No. 21-ranked 
duo of Henrique Boturao 
and Bernardo Fernandes, 
8-6 at No. 1 doubles. 
Bonet paced the Pirates 
in singles, knocking off 
Stevenson, 6-4, 6-0, at 
No. l singles. Seventh-
ranked Irdoja swept past 
Fernandes, 6-3, 6-2, at 
No. 2 singles, while Mydla 
defeated Boturao, 6-2, 7-6 
(3) at No. 3 singles. 
The AASU men's tennis 
squad returned to pick up 
a pair of wins on Feb. 21, 
downing No. 17-ranked USC 
Aiken, 9-0, and No. 22-
ranked Anderson (SC), 8-1. 
The Pirates (6-0,3-0 PBC) 
remained unbeaten on the 
young season by shutting out 
the Peach Belt Conference 
(PBC)-rival Pacers (3-3, 0-2 
PBC) as well as knocking off 
the regional rival Trojans 
(2-1). 
Against the Pacers, AASU 
swept all three doubles 
matches then won all six 
singles matches in straight 
sets. 
AASU swept three doubles 
and won five of six singles 
matches in defeating the 
Trojans. Seventh-ranked 
Irdoja led the Pirates in 
singles with a 6-2, 6-1 win 
over Assuncao at No. 1 
singles. Array notched a 
6-2, 6-4 win over Murray at 
No. 2 singles while Mydla 
defeated Atema, 6-1, 6-0, at 
No. 3 singles. 
John Karle became the 
first player to win a point 
from the Pirates this season 
by knocking off Victor Saez, 
7-5, 7-6 (5) at No. 6 singles. 
The top-ranked and 
two-time defending 
NCAA Division II national 
champion AASU women's 
tennis team picked up a 9-0 
PBC victory over visiting 
ASU at Bacon Park in 
Savannah. 
The Lady Pirates (4-0, 
3-0 PBC) extended its 
current winning streak to 
65 consecutive PBC r egular 
season matches, a string 
that dates back to 2003. No. 
ladies' tennis team picked 
up a pair of 9-0 wins over 
USC Aiken and Anderson 
(SC) in Savannah. 
The Lady Pirates (6-0, 
4-0 PBC) stayed unbeaten 
on the young season, while 
handing USC Aiken (2-3, 
0-2 PBC) its second straight 
PBC loss, as well as sending 
the Lady Trojans (1-3) to 
its third loss in its first four 
matches of 2010. 
AASU dropped just six 
games while knocking off 
USC A iken in the morning 
match. 
In singles, top-ranked 
Novakova made her dual 
match singles debut with a 
6-0, 6-0 win over Grenet at 
No. 1 singles. 
In the afternoon match, 
the Lady Pirates again swept 
all three doubles matches 
and all six singles matches 
in straight • sets against 
Anderson (SC). 
Muller-Wehlau paced the 
Pirates in singles play with a 
6-0, 6-0 win over Brunet at 
No. 1 singles. Ronel downed 
Gallegos, 6-3, 6-0 at No. 
2 singles while Beckmann 
defeated Solorzano, 6-2, 6-1 
at No. 3 singles. 
Courtesy of Columbus State 
Sports Communications 
COLUMBUS, Ga. -
Columbus State University 
(CSU) struggled offensively 
from the outset on Feb. 13 
at the Lumpkin Center and 
suffered a second-consecutive 
home loss as AASU took a 72-
56 Peach Belt Conference win. 
AASUout-scoredtheCougars 
12-2 over the remainder of the 
half to take a 31-17 lead into 
the intermission. 
In the second half, CSU 
improved its shooting to 40 
percent, but the Pirates also 
improved, shooting 43 percent. 
AASU p ut the game away at 
the free-throw line, however, 
hitting 18 of 25 foul shots. CSU 
cut the margin to 11 points 
twice early in the period, and 
then got it to 12 points with 
5:32 left in the gjune on a 
Brandon Bland free-throw, 
but AASU answered with a 
Gabriel Robinson 3-pointer 
on the ensuing possession and 
never looked back. 
Photo courtesy of Sports 
Communications 
Gabriel Robinson muscles the Cougars for 13 
points in the Pirates' PBC victory over rival 
Columbus State University. 
Robinsonledthe Pirates with 
16 points on the day as AASU 
put five players in double digits. 
Chris Vanlandingham and 
Patrick Shokpeka each 
tallied 13 points, while 
Keron McKenzie came 
off the bench to score 
12, and Pruett added 11. 
Marquise Duvall led the 
Pirates in rebounding 
with 11 as the team held 
a 41-34 advantage in 
that category. 
Blake Zamudio and 
Brandon Bland each 
came off the bench to 
score 13 points and lead 
the Cougars offensively. 
Chris Telesford posted 
another double-double 
with 10 points and 13 
rebounds, but was just 
5-13 from the field on 
the day. Biyant Thomas 
added nine points. The 
Cougars were just 21-
62 from the floor for 34 
percent in the game. 
Flagler wins 2010 AASU Pirate Invitational, 
AASU one shot back 
Courtesy of Sports 
Communications 
SAVANNAH, Ga. - Flagler 
College shot a 2-over-par 290 
and held off host AASU by one 
shot in, capturing the 2010 
AASU Pirate Invitational at 
Southbridge Golf Club. 
The Saints brought a two-
shot lead into the final round 
and played neck-and-neck 
with the host Pirates. Flagler 
finished the tournament with 
a two-day l-over-par 577 total, 
while the Pirates shot the 
day's best round with a second 
consecutive 289, finishing with 
a 2-over-par 578 total. 
UNC Pembroke shot a 294 
and finished in third with a 
592 score, 16-over-par. Queens 
(NC) shot a 293 and finished 
fourth with a 17-over-par 593 
total, while defending co-
champion Lander finished in 
fifth after firing a 299 to finish 
with a 23-over-par 599 total. 
Individual medalist honors 
went to Ben Lasso of Queens 
(NC), who shot a tournament-
best 5-under-par 67 to finish 
thetournamentwitha4-under-
par 140 total and win by one 
stroke over AASU junior David 
Patterson. Patterson carded a 
2-under-par 70 to finish with a 
3-under-par 141 total, a career-
best finish for the Liverpool, 
England native. 
First-round leader Drew 
Pressentin of Flagler finished 
third, carding a 73 to finish 
the tournament at 2-under-
par 142. UNC Pembroke's 
Jordan Walor (143) finished 
fourth while a trio of golfers 
- including AASU sophomore 
Matt Motes - finished tied for 
fifth with even-par 144 scores. 
Host AASU placed three 
players in the top 10 as 
freshman Jacob Tilton shot a 
75 to finish tied for ninth with 
a 3-over-par 147 total. Junior 
Ridge Purcell also shot a 75 
and finished tied for 17th with a 
149 total, while freshman Tyler 
Erickson fired an even-par 72 
and finished the tournament 
tied for 25th with a 151 total. 
The Pirates return to action 
on March 8-9 at the North/ 
South Collegiate Invitational 
at Jacksonville Beach, Fla. 
For more on the Invitational, check 
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Pirates' Plunde 
By Adam Geigerman 
Sports Editor 
sports. inkweH@gmail. com 
The galaxy is out of bal­
ance. In fact, the entire uni­
verse has been audience to 
one of the most enthralling 
circuses in the history of cir­
cuses. It's been one of the 
most unique ever, and there 
have been a few in recent 
memories that come close. 
Remember President Clin­
ton s impeachment drama 
stemming from his affair 
with an intern? How about 
O J. Simpson's low speed 
highway police chase, and 
the trial that followed, about 
the murder of his wife? 
This circus, the one that's 
overtaking every news out­
let from Telemundo to lo­
cal nighttime news shows, 
is no Ringling Brothers, and 
it makes Barnum & Bailey 
look like a couple of wet-be-
hind-the-ears amateurs. No 
lions, bears, human cannon 
balls or trapezes. This circus 
blows away all the bearded 
ladies, muscle men, midgets 
and giants. It has only one 
star; he carries the show. 
Only this man can carry the 
media circus that has tran­
scended everything he has 
been known for. 
Only Tiger. 
Pandemonium ensued 
the day after Thanksgiv­
ing. While most of Ameri­
can bellies were still stuffed 
with turkey and it's most 
delicious accessories, Tiger 
Woods, the greatest modern 
golfer on Earth, was about 
to start the show. 
Please take your seats. 
Woods was hospitalized 
after crashing his car while 
exiting a driveway — his own 
driveway. The three months 
that followed revealed his 
infidelity, lack of integrity 
and seemingly nonexistent 
family values, not to men­
tion a virtual disappearance-
and utter silence from the 
world's number one golfer. 
He kept silent until Feb. 
19, when Woods came out 
in a private news brief with 
only his selected news rep­
resentatives and his fam­
ily, minus his wife and chil­
dren. Woods was a robot, 
his words felt insincere and 
cold. He apologized his bil­
lion-dollar heart out. 
But talk is cheap; someone 
whose entire world hinges on 
actions and results should 
know that, Tiger. 
The only way Woods can 
reclaim his throne as the 
most revered athlete in the 
world is by doing what he has 
done for the past 13 years on 
the PGA tour. He must make 
the doubters pay. Punish 
the sponsors that dropped 
him as a representative by 
smothering them with every 
tournament championship 
possible, the more majors 
the better. Woods has to shut 
up and play, and more than 
that, he has got to go beat -
no, -demolish every player 
that spoke out against him. 
He's got to prove himself all 
over again. Call it revenge, 
or call it retribution, but the 
fact of the entire matter is 
that Woods did this to him­
self, with help from some 
enablers, no doubt. 
It's called consequences. 
To his family, Woods must 
stay true while out on tour, 
he must re-earn their trust 
by maintaining his fidelity 
and exhibiting self-control. 
Get rid of all of the enablers; 
Woods needs a new man­
ager, new caddie and new 
friends. He has got to rid 
himself of any temptation. 
And most of all he's got to 
say "no" to the groupies. 
Tiger must go win for his 
wife and two children, all of 
whom will be the targets of 
the merciless tabloids and 
media outlets. He needs to 
go win for his charity foun­
dations, all of which bear his 
tainted name. He absolutely 
must go win for Tiger Woods 
the business, because he has 
become a market commod­
ity. Win for the courses, 
brand names, sports drinks 
and golf clubs that he repre­
sents. 
And when he's out there 
winning, he must do it in 
vintage Tiger fashion. He 
has got to don the famous 
"Sunday Red" emblazoned 
with the Nike swoosh and 
the trademark TW head-
wear, and he has got to stage 
a back nine, six-stroke come­
back for the championship. 
Tiger will have this bur­
den to carry, but from this 
point on, he gets to decide 
how people will remember 
him. Will this ruin him, or 
will it fuel the planet's most 
magnificent competitor to 
AASU Sports Trivia, previews and more 
By Luke Armstrong 
Staff Reporter 
AASU Sports Trivia 
1.) How did the AASU men's golf team place in the 
South/Southeast Super Regional last season? 
2.) What is the highest place the men's golf has fin­
ished in the PBC Championships? . 
3.) When the Pirates were the runner-ups to the 
NCAA nat ional championships in 2005, to whom did 
they finish second? 
4-) What is the lowest round shot by any men's golf 
player for this season? 
Check.your answers at the bottom of the page. 
accomplish even more? The 
only way Woods can ce­
ment his place in history is 
by breaking, and re-setting 
the all-time Major victories 
record. Shatter thb Golden 
Bear's record, and the public 
will forgive. And while he's 
out there on the victories 
conquest, the sponsors will 
come back, and the trust will 
return, slowly but surely. 
All Tiger can do is take his 
own advice, the motto that so 
many athletes live by, thanks 
to Nike, and its swoosh, that 
Tiger represents. 
Just Do It. 
Get it. Got it. Good. 
On the horizon 
Tennis: 
Feb.27 
at Columbus State 
Baseball: 
Feb. 26-28 
Look behind the scenes of Pirate golf tradition 
By Adam Geigerman 
Sports Editor 
sports.inkwell@gmail.com 
The final week of February 
has begun, and with it so has 
the eighth annual AASU Pi­
rate Invitational men's golf 
tournament at Southbridge 
Golf- Club (SGC) in Savan­
nah, Ga. The 2010 Invita­
tional has been a project in 
production since the conclu­
sion of last year's event. 
Pirate head coach Michael 
Butler has been a major pro­
ponent in achieving the suc­
cess that the tournament has 
come to know in the past. 
- "This tournament is rec­
ognized as on of the best 
division II (DII) competi­
tions in the nation. It always 
involves a high quality field 
with some of the strongest 
teams," Butler said as he 
watched a threesome of golf­
ers, including Pirate golfer 
Matthew Motes as he putted 
on the 18th green. 
The Pirate Invitational al­
ways seems to boast a field 
stacked with some of the 
most competitive teams in 
the Peach Belt Conference 
(PBC) and Division II golf. 
The fields of the past includ­
ed NCAA DII champions 
USC Aiken and Francis Mar­
ion, both of whom won the 
Pirate Invitational in their 
championship years. 
The Pirates' home tourna­
ment has been a staple of 
Pirate tradition for the past 
decade, but the collegiate 
programs, athletes, specta­
tors and staff must adminis­
ter an unbelievable amount 
of work and discipline. 
Volunteers were needed 
to shuttle competitors from 
the front nine holes to the 
back nine, or the other way 
around, depending on where 
the players began their 
round. They had to maintain 
a safe and loose environ­
ment for the athletes without 
sacrificing any of the stifling 
atmosphere of competition. 
The reality of the tourna­
ment sinks in as soon as the 
nine-team field arrives in Sa­
vannah. The teams usually 
check in at the official tour­
nament hotel, Hampton Inn 
and Suites, and then partake 
in a quick team meeting, e 
coaches have a difficult tas 
ahead when they take t eir 
teams on the road to tourna­
ments. Consistency must be 
maintained, as the athletes 
are vulnerable to distractions 
ranging from ESPN to the 
cute girl working the phones 
in the hotel lobby. Focus is 
an intangible force that can­
not afford to be forsaken. 
The conclusion of the team 
meetings means that it is 
time for the practice round 
at SGC, the home course of 
Pirate Golf. For the staff of 
the club, preparations for 
this moment have been on 
for weeks. Book the course, 
mark the hazards and get 
the driving range ready for 
the onslaught of golfers that 
are about to befall the prem­
ises. The tee-boxes must be 
roped and name cards have 
to be placed on the golf carts. 
Inside the clubhouse, lunch 
has to be prepared. 
ious to open fire on 
the rolling hills of the 
range. The golf club 
staff releases the prac­
tice balls, and it begins. 
Every swing in perfect 
sync with the one next 
to it. It is a visual or­
chestra of the best golf 
swings in the southeast. A 
backswing starts in perfect 
harmony with its neighbor's 
follow-through like a mas­
sive amoeba slithering down 
the tee and back. Each play­
er picks his own weapon of 
choice, some begin practice 
with their accurate but lofty 
pitching wedge, while others 
choose to let the big dog eat, 
wielding their powerful driv­
ers. 
The chaos of the past days, 
weeks and months 
of planning 
has finally • cre­
ated something 
beautiful. From 
[ a distance, the 
range is as beau­
tiful as a classic 
Monet painting, 
with magnificent 
blurs of bright 
colors. The blue 
I of Lander, the 
oranges, whites, 
reds compliments 
the black shirts of 
AASU and greens 
explode together 
like an exhibit of 
a human firework 
show. 
The atmosphere 
is saturated with 
a tense relax­
ation, the players 
are eager to play, 
the course is oh 
so inviting. One 
, o'clock finally ar-
Photos courtesy of Sports Communications rives and with it, 
David Patterson performs on the putting green at the so does the shot-





at 2010 Savannah Invitational 




ganized event requires. The 
players are visualizing their 
rounds, practicing numer­
ous shots from the most dan­
gerous spots the course has 
to offer. Sand spews, grass 
divots fly and putters stroke, 
countless balls are utilized in 
order to provide the lowest 
scores for the tournament. 
Once the 
tournament The Pirates'home 
begins in con­
cert with the tournament has been a 
rising sun, 
289 as a team. That is a fan­
tastic accomplishment for 
the Pirate golf team. 
"After our sub-par fall, we 
have had to elevate our game 
to a higher level this spring," 
Butler said. 
And it seems as if the Pi­
rates have in fact elevated 
their game. 
at 2010 Savannah Invitational 
vs. Queens N.Y. at Grayson 
Stadium 
March 1-2 
of the men's golf team. 
It's nearly all done before 
the first visiting college's bus 
parks in the shady parking 
lot. Once it does, the rest fol­
low and the practice area -
the driving range, the putting 
green and chipping green -
is overrun by collections of 
university level student-ath­
letes dressed in their respec­
tive team uniforms. 
After "hellos" are ex­
changed and lunch is over, 
the golfers line the elevated 
tee-box of the range, like a 
battalion of warriors anx-
players take their 
places with their 
respective teams and begin 
the journey to their starting 
hole, one through seven. 
The practice area and 
clubhouse immediately falls 
silent upon the exit of the 
athletes. It's as if t he eye of 
the storm awards the driving 
range a brief intermission, as 
it is sure to return. 
Meanwhile, the coaches 
are inside the clubhouse 
meeting with each other and 
NCAA rules officials, going 
through the tedious but nec­





is friendly but focused. The 
athletes are ready to battle 
on the fairways; the "gentle­
man's game" version of a 
duel is about to commence. 
An obvious and unavoid­
able problem had come up 
though, one of the only issues 
that cannot be controlled by 
the control-freak adminis­
trators of the tournament. 
Rain is in the forecast. 
Rain accompanied by light­
ning, no doubt. Shortly after 
the tournament commences 
at 8 a.m., the first drops 
plummet to earth from the 
heavens, soaking the ground. 
The thunder rumbles and of­
ficials are forced to issue a 
weather delay because of the 
threat of lightening. 
The players return at 2 
p.m. in order to complete 
their rounds, and prepare 
for the next day. The inclem­
ent weather forced the gov­
erning bodies to shorten the 
tournament from a 54-hole 
tournament to a 36-hole af­
fair. It is taken in stride. 
The sun begins to set in 
the sky, and the first day 
of the AASU Pirate Invita­
tional draws to an end. One 
by one, the golfers finish on 
the course and approach the 
scorer's table to post their 
scores. Everything must be 
in order and honest on the 
player's scorecards. 
When the scores are logged 
and posted, Flagler leads the 
field with a 3-under-par 287, 
and host AASU is only two 
strokes off the leaders with a 
staple of Pirate tradition 
for the past decade. 
Aaron El-
rod, a junior, 
is one of sev­
en Pirates to 
finish in the 
top 15 after 
day one. He 
fired a first 
round 74, 
just 2-over-par and was tied 
for 13th. The advantage of 
playing on his home# course 
is an irreplaceable one. 
"It's a definite advantage, 
it's huge. You know where 
it's OK to miss, and where 
not to miss. It lets you play 
with more confidence and 
less stress," Elrod said. 
The AASU Pirate Invita­
tional is a 3-day affair that 
was truly a year in the mak­
ing, and there is no ques­
tion that as soon as the last 
putt of 2010's invitational is 
sunk, planning for 2011 will 
begin. The tournament is an 
illustration of the dedication 
of the coaches, players and 
scores of volunteers and staff 
members as it all comes to­
gether from chaos to beauty. 
at 2010 Savannah Invitational 
vs. St. Andrews 
Softball: 
Feb. 26 
at 2010 Catawaba Invitational 
vs. Wayne St. at Salisbury, N.C. 
vs. Fairmont State 
Feb. 26 
at 2010 Catawaba Invitational 




vs. Francis Marion 
AASU Sports Trivia Answers 
1.) After making it to the Regional, the Pirates fin­
ished the 2009 season tied, for 19th place. 
2.) Twice AASU has finished in second place in the 
championships: 2002 and 2005. 
3.) Fellow PBC school USC Aiken beat AASU in the 
league championships and bested them for the na­
tional championship that year. 
4.) Three separate players have shot a 70: Matthew 
Motes and Tyler Erickson at the Aflac/Cougar Invi­
tational on Odt. 6, and Justin Wylie at the Mizuno 
Savannah Intercollegiate on Oct. 20. 
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ARTS & 
ENTERTAINMENT 
Feb. 25-27: The Masquers theatre troupe presents "Dirty Rotten Scoundrels." Performances begin at 7:30 p.m. in Jenkins Hall Theater. $15 general admission or free with valid 
Pirate Card. 
Feb. 26: The AASU Department of Art, Music & Theatre presents flutist Anne Busby in graduation recital at 2:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium, admission is free. 
Gallery reception for the AASU Invitational Alumni Art Exhibition at 5:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts Gallery, admission is free. 
Comedian Dan Ahdoot performs in the Fine Arts Auditorium at 8 p.m., admission is free. 
Feb 27: The 2010 Homecoming celebration takes place throughout Saturday afternoon, including a tailgate party featuring live music, free food, games and an antique car show. 
The Homecoming Dance begins at 9:30 in the Student Recreation Center. 
Homecoming blends comedy, music, poetry 
AASU goes all out for homecoming bash 
By Travis Morningstar 
Staff Reporter 
The annual tradition of 
homecoming, a reconven­
ing of alumni as well as a 
surging of school spirit, be­
gan Monday, Feb. 22 and 
culminates Friday, Feb. 26, 
coinciding with AASU's 75th 
Anniversary Celebration. 
The week's varied activities 
hope to rekindle nostalgia 
for some, with lively gradu­
ate reunions and to instill 
in others a great fervor for 
their university, with sport­
ing events and social soi­
rees. 
In true homecoming 
fashion, the festivities be­
gin ceremoniously with 
the crowning of the home­
coming court, in which the 
king and queen will be an­
nounced. The event is a 
preface to the weekend's 
festivities and takes place 
in the Alumni Arena at 8 
p.m. The event of features 
free food, as well as games. 
Following in proces­
sion, the highly anticipat­
ed AASU Music Ensemble 
Showcase Concert plans to 
inspire both the apprecia­
tive listener and enterpris­
• ̂  ^ 
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Above: Savannah-based hip-hop crew Dope Sandwich will perform during 
the AASU Homecoming Tailgate Party on Saturday, Feb. 27. 
ing musician on Feb. 23. 
The concert is a cumulative 
performance of talented 
students in AASU's AMT 
music program, and a con­
cert touting the endeavors 
of the fine arts department. 
In a more intimate mu­
sical venture, Gina Lor-
ing, the top ranking female 
poet of 2002 and a pupil 
of such artists as Mos Def 
and Pharoahe Monch, takes 
center stage on the Feb. 24. 
Loring performs her unique 
and endearing spoken word 
poetry in the MCC Daily 
Perk at 8 p.m., during an 
evening of striking equilib­
rium in poetry and music. 
The event is preceded by 
the AASU women's basket­
ball game versus UNC Pem­
broke in the Alumni Arena, 
a game that is supporting 
breast cancer awareness. 
Returning for three ad­
ditional showings, the hit 
musical comedy "Dirty Rot­
ten Scoundrels" makes its 
final stride during home­
coming week, from Feb. 25 
Photo Courtesy of Dan Ahdoot 
Above: Comedian Dan Ahdoot 
will perform in t he AASU Fine Arts 
Auditorium on Feb. 26. 
to Feb. 27. 
Fresh from his recent 
performance on "The Jay 
Leno Show," comedian Dan 
Ahdoot takes to the stage 
on the Feb. 26 in the Fine 
Arts Auditorium. Ahdoot, 
who is one of the most fre­
quently booked college acts 
in the country, has writ­
ten for Comedy Central's 
"Crank Yankers" and has 
opened for such comedians 
as Lewis Black and Patton 
Oswalt. 
"I make an effort to not 
pull any punches. I think 
that honesty really reso­
nates with college students. 
It's edgy, but not crude," 
Ahdoot said regarding his 
300+ college performanc­
es. 
As for Ahdoot's own col­
lege experience, he attend­
ed John Hopkins Universi­
ty, graduating with honors 
in pre-med, but as he said, 
"I just think I would make 
an OK doctor, and a much 
better comedian." 
When asked if he feels the 
need to tailor his act to dif­
ferent regions of the coun­
try, Ahdoot said, "I tend to 
leave the Jewish jokes north 
of the Mason-Dixon line." 
It is, however, Ahdoot's 
Jewish-Iranian heritage 
that remains a key theme to 
his comedic sensibility. 
"For a lot of people I'm 
the first Jewish or Iranian 
person they've ever encoun­
tered, and so it's important 
that they know I'm just a 
normal person," he said. 
The final night of the 2010 
homecoming week ends 
with a bang as hip-hop col­
laborative Dope Sandwich 
aims their collective musi­
cal force toward an explo­
sive live show, acting as the 
highlight of the Homecom­
ing Tailgate Party. 
The Savannah-based 
group is a veritable com­
munity of artists and is 
composed of emcees Zone-
D, Basik Lee, Blue Collar, 
Righteous, Mr. Brown and 
Knife, as well as DJ Valis, 
DJ Wordlife and the Chief 
Rockaz Breakin' Crew. 
"We've performed at col­
leges before, most recently 
at the University of Florida. 
When you do these college 
shows, the energy in the 
audience really just speaks 
for itself," Basik Lee said. 
"We don't try to expect any­
thing going into a show, we 
really just try to focus on 
being ready to give a great 
performance. Our mindset 
is to just put everything on 
blast." 
"You'll see us interact 
with the crowds a lot," DJ 
Valis said. "We really try to 
draw them into the whole 
experiehce." 
Ending a week of excit­
ing events, the Homecom­
ing Dance in the Student 
Recreation Center starting 
at 9:30 p.m. will pull the 
curtain on AASU's 2010 
Homecoming Week. 
Savannah finally has art-house theater in making 
Psychotronic Film Society celebrates cinema weekly 
By Eric Roberts 
Staff Reporter 
Savannah has an odd con­
tradiction about it — it's home 
to one of the most prestigious 
art schools in America, it pulls 
tourists in at all times from 
across the nation and it's a sce­
nic backdrop for many famous 
movies such as "The'Conspira-
tor," "Forrest Gump," "Glory" 
and "Midnight in the Garden 
of Good and Evil" — yet some­
how the city sits in a place that 
almost seems to push the odd­
ball and artistic fringe cinema 
pieces away like they're the 
plague. 
Film loyalists and cinephiles 
have a hard time getting a good 
fix on public cinema that isn't 
big-time mainstream Holly­
wood slush. It's for these peo­
ple that The Psychotronic Film 
Society (PFS) was formed. 
Jim Reed has operated, 
funded and managed PFS 
for seven years in an almost 
single-handed effort to bring 
a community of film-lovers to-
Photo courtesy of Geoff L Johnson 
Jim Reed is the founder of the Psy­
chotronic Film Society, which hosts 
a film night every Wednesday at the 
Sentient Bean on 13 E. Park Ave. 
gether to celebrate the artistic 
and obscure air that film holds 
outside of -the Hollywood stu­
dios. 
"It's, not about drawing 
tourists, it's not about Lady 
and Sons, and it's not abouti 
people patting themselves on 
the back," Reed said. "It's a 
little subversive act. There are 
a loyal few here who work qui­
etly every day towards making 
Savannah a little bit stranger 
— a little bit of a quirkier place 
to be." 
Inspiration for the weekly 
film festival was formed in 
Reed's early years while still 
living in his native Tennessee. 
Every once in a while the local 
planetarium would be fitted 
with an old film-reel theater 
project to broadcast movies on 
the warped roof, showcasing 
weird and fascinating movies 
that nobody would otherwise 
be able to see. 
Reed took notice of the fam­
ilies that came and he felt the 
sense of community, which 
is what inspired his original 
interest in the study of fringe 
cinema. 
The origins of the society 
came at a rough start. Reed, in 
Savannah for collegiate study 
at Savannah College of Art and 
Design (SCAD), was turned 
down from local downtown 
theaters like Trustees because 
of budgetary constraints, forc­
ing him to search less domi-
nantly artistic venues. 
Reed took a step back and 
tried to locate a smaller venue 
since the much larger, high-
traffic theaters like Trustees 
wouldn't be likely to risk the fi­
nances to openly showcase his 
particular brand of en tertain­
ment. After some searching 
and negotiating, Reed set up 
camp at the Sentient Bean, a 
venue that advocates local art, 
where he's been running the 
society ever since. 
"It's a great setup for both 
parties," Reed said. "We get 
a good space to show movies, 
and the Bean gets traffic from 
people that they normally 
might not have seen in there." 
Claren Jamerson, an em­
ployee of the Sentient Bean, 
expressed approval of the PFS 
event. 
"I think it's great what Jim 
does," he said. "There's not too 
much like this going around 
the city. We try and promote 
the arts as much as we can 
here." 
Since its inception, the PFS 
has been a private, not-for-
profit organization, meaning 
all funding comes from private 
parties—and then, almost ex­
clusively from Reed. 
Reed makes extreme pains 
to locate prints, contact the 
filmmakers and purchase the 
exhibition rights legally, mak­
ing his stock in the project 
quite literally out of his own 
pocket. The weekly gather­
ings and the casual traffic from 
the other artistic events at the 
cafe have tied together regular 
people, creating a tight-knit 
underlying communal group 
from its habitual denizens. Be­
sides its weekly showcase, the 
society does a special weeklong 
blowout every year for special 
titles, larger house showings 
and randomly drawn door 
prizes, expanding the society's 
audience base while giving its 
regular patrons a bit of an ex­
tra treat. 
"You'd expect there to be 
more off-beat film in a little 
art-school town like this," said 
King Rockwell, one of thq reg­
ular patrons. "But, well, this is 
all we got and I'd love to see it 
do better." 
This year, Reed plans to lob­
by the city government to boost 
his film society from not-for-
profit get-together, to federally 
sanctioned non-profit organi­
zation with tax-deductable do­
nation status. This transition 
could mean big expansion for 
PFS, and it certainly has a lot 
of fingers crossed for it around 
the town. 
Through humble begin­
nings, major equipment up­
grades, local advertisements 
and sponsorships, PFS has 
flourished as a staple for a 
large portion of Savannah's 
downtown fringe community, 
adding a subversive flavor to 
local cultural identity. 
PFS shows a new film every 
Wednesday at The Sentient 
Bean at 8 p.m. for $5. All peo­
ple are' welcome to come, get 
some coffee an d revel in ob­
scure cinema together. 
Homecoming week welcomes alumni artists back to AASU 
Art exhibition serves as bridge between alumni, university 
By Daniel Amrhein 
Staff Reporter 
Preparation is well un­
derway for the AASU I nvi­
tational Alumni Art Exhibi­
tion. The 2010 exhibition 
will feature artwork from 
10 distinguished alumni 
artists from AASU's own 
fine arts program. 
An AASU art faculty com­
mittee selects participants 
from a pool of applicants. 
These lucky participants 
will be granted the oppor­
tunity to fill the gallery with 
their artworks. 
Such an event serves an 
important function to the 
university according to Pro­
fessor Kip Bradley, AASU's 
Fine Arts Hall Gallery Cu­
rator. 
"I believe the strength of 
a college and the professors 
is demonstrated in the suc­
cess of both its current stu­
dents and alumni," he said. 
"It benefits the university 
by allowing us to showcase 
the success of our students 
through examples of their 
work," said Dr. Tom Cato, 
head of AASU Art, Music 
and Theatre Department. 
In addition to highlight­
ing the strengths of the uni­
versity, homecoming events 
such as this help bolster the 
relationship between a uni­
versity and its alumni. 
"It is very important for 
a university and its alumni 
to maintain a relationship 
with each other," Cato said. 
"This is one way that we are 
able to do this while giv­
ing them an opportunity to 
exhibit their work at their 
alma mater." 
Jennifer Prince, one of 
the 10 alumni selected to 
participate in this year's ex­
hibition, appreciates the op­
portunity to return home. 
"It is a good chance for 
me to go back and see peo­
ple," she said. "Since a lot 
of my subject matter is the 
local area I think that it's 
nice to give the local people 
a chance to see what I am 
doing." 
This chance to display 
their works to the public is 
invaluable for recent gradu­
ates and established artists 
alike. 
"It is a good opportunity 
to get good exposure for 
my work in my local area," 
Prince said. 
However, the exhibition 
isn't all about former stu­
dents. Gallery exhibitions 
such as these present an 
excellent networking op­
portunity for students and 
alumni. 
"The opportunity for 
current students to view 
and perhaps interact with 
alumni may help students 
in making decisions on how 
to be successful in the art 
world as well as understand 
that one must work to make 
those successes happen," 
Cato said. "You can't wait 
around and expect to be 
discovered if you want to 
make it in the art world." 
The exhibition will run 
from Feb. 25- March 10 in 
AASU Fine Arts Hall Gal­
lery. A reception for the 
show will be held at 5:30 
p.m. on Feb. 26. The gal­
lery, which is free and open 
to the public, is open from 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays. Photos Courtesy of Jennifer Prince 
Top to bottom: "Beach Series 3" and "Magnolia," are two of Jennifer 






On Thursday, Feb. 25 at 8 p.m., 
Eliot Lipp, M.O. Theory and 
Nostalgia will beat Live Wire 
Music Hall on 307 W. River St., 
tickets are $10. Also at 8 p.m.,' 
Durham, N.C., lo-fi rockers 
Beloved Binge play the Sentient 
Bean at 13 E. Park Ave., admission 
is free. Local band General 
Oglethorpe and the Panhandlers 
will join alt-country musician Elsa 
Cross at the Wormhole on 2307 
Bull St. at 9 p.m. Also Thursday, 
Skeleton Witch will play the Jinx 
at 127 W. Congress St. at 11p.m. 
On Friday, Massachusetts-based 
singer-songwriter Tom Thumb 
will play an 8 p.m. show at the 
Sentient Bean. At 9 p.m., Ivan 
Neville's Dumstaphunk will take 
to the stage at Live Wire Music 
Hall for an evening of funky soul, 
tickets are $15. Also at 9 p.m., • 
local bands Kaliburand Unnamed 
will join Clemson,S.C., hard 
rockers Swift Robinson at the 
Wormhole. Niche and Ancient 
Warfare will play at the Jinx at 11 
p.m. on Friday. 
On Saturday, Lexington, 
Ky.-based indie-folk rockers 
Killer Meteor will perform at 
the Sentient Bean at 8 p.m. 
Bottles & Cans and Mother 
Jackson will take to the stage at 
the Jinx on Saturday at 10 p.m. 
Hellblinki Sextet will headline the 
Wormhole's grand re-opening 
celebration. The fully catered 
event begins at 10 p.m. 
Kevin Smith's "Cop Out," 
starring Bruce Willis and 
Tracy Morgan, opens to wide 
release on Friday, Feb. 26. 
Also opening to wide release 
on Friday is horror|lm"The 
Crazies." Both films will be 
playing at venues across 
Savannah. 
For those still catching up 
on Oscar-nominated films, 
"Precious" is playing at this 
weekend at Regal Eisenhower 
Square 6 at 1100 Eisenhower 
Dr. The film is nominated for 
six Academy Awards, including 
best picture. 
On Saturday, the SCAD 
Cinema Circle will screen 
Roman Polanski's classic film 
"Rosemary's Baby" at Trustees 
Theater, 216 E. Broughton St., 
tickets are $6 for students and 
$8 for the general public. 
Courtesy of the Reel 
Savannah Film Group, Cannes 
award-winning Romanian 
film "Police, Adjective" will be 
playing Sunday at 7 p.m. at 
Victory Square Theater, 1901E. 
Victory Dr. 
On Wednesday, March 3, 
the Psychotronic Film Society 
will screen the 1950 film noir 
classic "Quicksand,'"starring 
Mickey Rooney, at the Sentient 
Bean. The show starts at 8 
p.m. and tickets are $5. "The 
Informant!"starring Matt 
Damon and "The Damned 
United"starring Michael Sheen 
of "Frost/Nixon" fame are both 
out on video release this week. 
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Savannah band builds southern rock from punk roots 
Niche plays the Jinx this weekend 
% Maggie Stone 
Staff Reporter 
On Friday, Feb. 26, southern 
rock-influenced band Niche 
will perform at the Jinx. This 
show marks their one-year 
milestone of making waves on 
the Savannah music scene. 
Guitarist Justin Dick and 
bassist Mike Redmond formed 
the band dining an extended 
jam session. The childhood 
• friends hail from other popular 
Savannah punk bands, such at 
Two Days of Freedom and the 
Bricks. After drummer Tyler 
Newbeny moved to Athens, 
Gh., the duo decided to take 
their music in a new direction. 
"I just needed a break from 
Two Days of Freedom," Dick 
said. "We started that [band] 
when we were in high school. 
It was more angry, depressed, 
all that typically comes with 
punk rock." 
Atthattime, Dickbegan writ­
ing songs for Niche, unaware 
that the band would come to 
fruition. During their hunt for a 
drummer, northern transplant 
Tim Clough expressed interest 
in filling the position. The two 
friends reluctantly gave him a 
shot. "We didn't even want to 
hang out with Timmy at first," 
Dick said. "We thought he was 
a SCAD kid. We began cycling 
our friends through drums just 
to see. It was kind of like an 
audition in disguise. So then 
with Timmy, we said, get some 
drums and well see what hap-
Photos by Maggie Stone 
From left to right: Members of Niche, bassist/vocalist Michael Redmond, drummer Tim Clough and guitarist/vocalist 
Justin Dick perform during the Clothing Warehouse Fashion Show on Sept. 18, 2009. 
pens. It's been a good five or 
six months just getting him to 
hold a beat. Now, he picks up a 
beat pretty well." * 
"I've been playing drums 
since February of last year. It's 
been very cool. I've lea rned a 
lot," Clough said. 
While Clough played drums 
and auxiliary percussion in­
struments in his high school 
band, he said he learned a lot 
about drum tuning and mi-
crophoning from Redmond, 
who went to SCAD for sound 
design. 
"For the most part, I write 
pretty much everything [for the 
drums]," Clough said. "Here 
and there, they'll say maybe we 
should do this or that." 
Even when melding his band 
mates' ideas with his own, 
Clough's a natural. 
"He's got a pretty good ear 
for it," Dick said. "If it's some­
thing specific, we'll tell him we 
want it toned down or built up, 
and he's got it from there." 
After getting the drums sol­
id, Niche faced comparison to 
the previous band, Two Days 
of Freedom. A departure from 
their earlier punk music, they 
describe their sound as "clasic 
rock style with punk sensibili­
ties." 
With over 10 years together 
developing a strong local fol­
lowing, they didn't know how 
their audience would react to 
the change. 
"I was nervous as hell when 
we were about to play our first 
show," Dick said. "I told ev­
erybody we had a new band. 
They were anxious to hear 
it. It doesn't sound anything 
like Two Days of Freedom, 
in my opinion. You're not the 
best judge of your own music, 
though. So far, the feedback 
has been extremely positive. 
They [the fans] have even said 
this is the direction that we 
need to go in, which makes me 
feel really good." 
Even with their new clas­
sic rock sound, Niche mem­
bers retain their punk influ­
ence. "We've had the problem 
of describing our music for 
years," Redmond said. "It's 
rock and roll. We do our own 
thing and that's the purpose. 
Actually, there are quite a few 
bands with their own sound 
that have come out lately in 
Savannah. Hopefully, we're 
on the crash of the wave with 
Niche. All three of us, our basic 
influence, is punk rock." 
In a town where metal reigns 
supreme over the musical un­
derground, Niche has enjoyed 
a good year of bringing depth 
to the Savannah music scene. 
The band formed with that 
goal in mind. 
"I didn't want to go head to 
head with bands like Baroness 
and Kylesa," Dick said. "One, 
I'm just exhausted with play­
ing heavier-type [music]. I 
still enjoy going to shows and 
everything. To me, personally, 
you get really pigeonholed re­
ally fast. You get stuck into 
a particular sound. I wanted 
to make sure right off the bat 
that we kept things wide open. 
We can go in whatever direc­
tion we want. If we want to go 
a little harder, we can. Also, if 
we go to softer stuff, it won't be 
a big shift. Your mindset when 
you're watching the show is to 
expect that from us." 
Anyone who experiences 
Niche live can confirm this 
versatility. From fast-paced 
southern rock tunes like "'Fore 
You Said*It" to alt-melodies 
such as "Too Broke to Get 
Hitched," they offer a wide 
range of engaging songs. Then-
dedicated Savannah fan base 
can look forward to the release 
of these songs in the months to 
follow. They plan to record live 
at their upcoming Jinx show. 
So what will attendees 
receive for their $6 cover 
charge? 
"Good, energetic rock and 
roll. The whole thing that 
makes loud, fast music fun." 
Niche's music can be heard online at 
www.myspace.com/nicheband 
Author, students talk about abolitionism on AASU, SSU campuses 
Geprgetown professor Maurice Jackson speaks Feb. 26 
By Christina Rust 
Staff Reporter 
AASU and Savannah State 
University (SSU) are team­
ing up to host a student 
symposium and lecture cen­
tered on the U.S. abolitionist 
movement and its influences 
on literature. 
Between these presenta­
tions students - and anyone 
else who's interested - will 
be given the opportunity to 
attend a lecture by author 
Dr. Maurice Jackson, a pro­
fessor at Georgetown Uni­
versity. His lecture will take 
place at noon on Friday, Feb. 
26 in University Hall Room 
158. 
Jackson wrote "Let This 
Voice Be Heard, Anthony 
Benezet Father of Atlan­
tic .Abolitionism" and was a 
contributing editor for the 
book "African Americans 
and The Haitian Revolution: 
Selected Essays and Histori­
cal Docurtients," both which 
were published within the 
last year. 
"I want students to come 
to lecture with an open mind 
and imagine the world of 
those who fought against 
slavery. ... And the courage 
it took to do what they did," 
Jackson said. 
Jackson teaches an array 
of subjects at Georgetown, 
including courses on the At­
lantic, African-Americans, 
Washington, D.C., social 
movements and jazz history. 
He i's also involved with the 
university's department of 
the performing arts and mu­
sic. 
While some student pan­
elists have already written 
essays in relation to the abo­
litionist movement, others 
will be writing and submit­
ting essays specifically for 
the symposium. 
Any student is invited to 
submit essays and serve on 
the panels. The presenta­
tions are open to a wide 
range of topics that relate to 
the abolitionist movement 
including abolitionism and 
religion, anti-slavery soci­
eties, the influence of the 
Haitian revolution on North­
ern abolitionism, the racial 
divide in abolitionism and 
many more. 
Dr. Kalenda Eaton, the 
professor at AASU in charge 
of arranging the event, said 
that the presentations will 
be a mixture bf f aculty and 
students. 
"After each presentation 
audience members will be 
encouraged to ask the panel 
questions," Eaton said. 
Freshman Maxx Kosinski, 
a mechanical engineering 
major who normally wouldn't 
attend lectures on literature 
is considering going to the 
student symposium. 
"At a smaller university 
we don't usually get to hear 
from speakers like Dr. Jack­
son," he said. "Since students 
are also presenting, I think it 
could be really interesting." 
Student and faculty panels 
will give presentations on 
Friday, Feb. 25 from 10 a.m. 
to 12 p.m., and again from 2 
p.m. to 4 p.m. in University 
Hall Room 124. Dr. Jack­
son's lecture will be followed 
by a book signing from 1 p.m. 
to 2 p.m. 
Jackson will also speak in 
the social science building at 
SSU on Saturday, Feb. 27. 
Photo Courtesy of Maurice Jackson 
Above: Dr. Maurice Jackson, author 
of "Let This Voice be Heard, Antho­
ny Benezet Father of Atlantic Abo­
litionism" and "African Americans 
and the Hatian Revolution: Selected 
Essays and Historical Documents," 
will speak at AASU on Feb. 26. 
Anime and 'Halo' meet in action-packed sci-fi adventure 
343 industries pleases fans with DVD release 
By Mike Choromanski 
Layout Editor 
layout.inkwell@gmail.com 
Halo is one of the most 
successful gaming series of 
all time. It has revolution­
ized first-person shooting 
games and spawned New 
York Times bestselling nov­
els. But can the Halo uni­
verse be portrayed as epi-
cally and as well through a 
cinematic medium? 
The answer is yeS. 
"Halo Legends" is more of 
an anthology of short stories 
than an actual movie. The 
stories revolve around pop­
ular elements of the series 
being brought to life in the 
form of anime. "Legends" is 
meant to appeal to a mature 
audience, but is not merely 
an explosive gore fest. 
Each episode simultane­
ously explores the emotion­
al relationships between 
many iconic characters in 
the series - something dif­
ficult to do in a game. 
Like the games and nov­
els, "Legends" tells the 
story of the Human-
Covenant war from 
both the side of the 
aliens and humans. 
Opening where the 
game "Halo 3" left 
off, "Legends" begins 
with the character 
Cortana narrating 
the history of the 
Halo universe. This 
helps both hardcore 
fans and those unfa­
miliar with the series 
better understand 
and enjoy the.tale of 
the Halo universe. 
Other interesting 
stories in "Legends" 
include episodes 
such as "Babysit­
ter." "Babysitter" is a 
beautifully animated 
story that delves into 
the relationship be- Above: 
tween the Spartans b°x art 
and ODSTs. The epi- p 
sode also serves as a back 
story for Dutch, one of the 
main characters of "Halo 3, 
ODST," the latest game in 
the series. 
"The Duel" is possibly 
Breathtaking water-
color animation puts 
a sympathetic face on 
a culture that is per­
ceived as alien in the 
games. 
While some incon­
sistencies are par for 
the course in the Halo 
series, "Legends" does 
justice to the fran­
chise's other mediums. 
Several characters 
from Eric Nylund's 
novels are brought to 
life in' "The Package," 
an action-packed story 
in which the Spartan 
Blue Team performs a 
daring rescue mission 
in the middle of a mas­
sive space battle. 
While the animation 
Photo by Mike Choromanski an(J stories in "Leg-
Spartan 117 is pictured on the 'Halo Legends' ends„ are ̂  «odd 
, standing heroically against an armada of xeno- ^ . 
aliens known as The Covenant/ °ne °Ut deVlateS 
best tale that "Legends" 
has to offer. It provides in­
timate insight into ancient 
alien culture and explains 
how the rank of "Arbiter" 
came to"be one of shame. 
from this standard. 
The episode is a humorous, 
cannon story of Spartan 
1337 that pokes fun at both 
the Halo franchise and the 
nature of anime. Although 
funny, "Odd One Out" 
seems awkward and out 
of place. Also disappoint­
ing was the fact that their 
original voice actors, Steve 
Downes and Jen Taylor, did 
not voice Master Chief and 
Cortana. 
343 Industries' produc-1 
tion of "Legends" was also 
unique in that it marked 
an unprecedented collabo­
ration of some of Japan's 
top anime studios, includ­
ing Bones and Studio 4°C. 
While some slight inconsis­
tencies may exist, the visual 
effects and music for all 
episodes are truly stunning, 
and "Legends" is sure to be 
enjoyed by both Halo and 
anime fans alike. 
• •• i 
3.5 out of 5 stars 
"Halo Legends" is unrat­
ed. 
It is available in both 
standard and special edi­
tion on demand and can 
also be found on DVD a nd 
Blu-Ray Hi-Def. 
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Search continues for Bryce Tarter 
Volunteers gather at L. Scott Stell Community Park during weekend to 
look for clues in AASU student's disappearance 
The Inkwell 
The Community United Effort (CUE) assisted in a 
search party on Saturday, Feb. 20, for missing AASU 
student, Bryce Tarter. 
Tarter has been missing since Jan. 30, and Uni­
versity Police Department Chief Wayne Willcox said 
at an SGA meeting last week that there has been no 
sighting of Tarter or his vehicle, a white 2000 Nissan 
Frontier, since then., 
CUE has set up Miles for Bryce, a program on their 
web site where volunteers can adopt a road or street 
and register that the area has been searched. 
To help with the search, either on foot or vehicle, 
or by distributing flyers and talking to people, visit 
www.bringbrycehome.com. Here visitors can find 
all the facts on Tarter's disappearance as well as the 
most up-to-date information on the search. 
AASU students are wearing yellow for Bryce this 
week to show support for him and his family. 
For more information or to offer more assistance, 
contact (901) 232-1687 or e-mail help@bringbryce-
home.com. 
Photos by Stephen Berend 
Monica Caison, right, executive director of CUE (Community United Effort) Center 
for Missing Persons, hands out search assignments Saturday morning in L Scott 
Steil Community Park as volunteers gather to help in the search for missing AASU 
student Bryce Tarter. 
Search volunteer Nick Springer, of Rincon, registers at the command post in 
L. Scott Stell Community Park on Saturday. 
Bitsy Battles and granddaughter Sierra Hughes search the woods 
near Little Neck Road in Bloomingdale for any clues to the 
/olunteers on horseback participate in the search Saturday for missing AASU student Bryce whereabouts of mjSSjng AASU student Bryce Tarter. The two were 
Tarter. among a large group of volunteers who spent Saturday combing 
over key areas in hopes of finding new leads. 
Community United Effort (CUE) board member Eddie Jay Elleman and his dog Burnee 
participate in Saturday's search for Bryce Tarter. Burnee, a one-year-old Chocolate Lab-






19 Years Old 
6 ft Tallt 159 lbs 
Light Brown Hair 
& Blue Eyes 
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